Abstract-This paper presents Webget, a measurement tool that measures Web quality of service (QoS) metrics, including the DNS lookup time, time to first byte (TTFB), and the download time. Webget also captures Web complexity metrics, such as the number and the size of objects that make up the website. We deploy the Webget test to measure the Web performance of Google, YouTube, and Facebook from 182 SamKnows probes. Using a 3.5-year-long (January 2014-July 2017) dataset, we show that the DNS lookup time of these popular content delivery networks (CDNs) and the download time of Google have improved over time. We also show that the TTFB toward Facebook exhibits worse performance than the Google CDN. Moreover, we show that the number and the size of objects are not the only factors that affect the Web download time. We observe that these webpages perform differently across regions and service providers. We also developed a Web measurement system, Web performance and rendering (WePR) that measures the same Web QoS and complexity metrics as Webget, but it also captures the Web quality of experience metrics, such as rendering time. WePR has a distributed architecture where the component that measures the Web QoS and complexity metrics is deployed on the SamKnows probe, while the rendering time is calculated on a central server. We measured the rendering performance of four websites. We show that in 80% of the cases, the rendering time of the websites is faster than the downloading time. The source code of the WePR system and the dataset is made publicly available.
has also changed from a single server to a number of servers often spread across different administrative domains. This complexity increases the download time of the websites [1] and consequently degrades the user experience. Studies show that the user experience has a significant impact on business revenue [2] whereby users with bad Web experience tend to abandon the websites early. One of the most frequently used metrics in analyzing Web performance is latency; the shorter the waiting time to get the contents, the more the user is satisfied with the service [3] .
In order to reduce the latency and improve the Web performance, various improvements in content delivery mechanisms, transport and application protocols have been proposed. For instance, TCP improvements such as reordering [4] , packet losses [5] and startup performance [6] along with new protocols such as QUIC [7] and HTTP/2 [8] are getting deployed to improve the Web performance. Despite these efforts, the Web performance is not perfect and the user still expects a lower latency when surfing the Web.
In this work, we study how the Web performance has evolved over time, what factors contribute towards it and how they differ by ISP and by region. We seek also to understand how the download performance of webpages contributes to the visual rendering performance. Towards this end, we designed and developed a Web measurement tool, Webget, that measures the Web Quality of Service (QoS) metrics for static objects that make up a webpage such as the DNS lookup time, time to first byte (TTFB) and the download time of each object. Webget also measures Web complexity metrics including the number and the size of objects that make up the webpage. Sundaresan et al. [9] deployed this test (they call it Mirage) on Bismark probes to measure 9 websites. They deconstructed the page load time (PLT) of static objects into constituent components (DNS lookup time, TCP connection setup and object download time) and showed that latency optimizations can yield a significant improvement in overall PLT. Our work extends their analysis [9] by presenting longitudinal aspects (3.5 years long) of Web performance as measured from SamKnows probes [10] using a similar sample size of websites. Given, the SamKnows probes have limited resources and cannot execute JavaScript, we also extended the methodology by developing WePR, a measurement system [11] that allows offloading the JavaScript execution to a separate parsing server, thereby providing the possibility to also evaluate the website rendering behavior which is essential to understand the Web Quality of Experience (QoE). WePR has a distributed architecture. We deploy the component that measures the Web QoS and complexity metrics at the enduser location and calculate the rendering time on a centralized server. This allows WePR to be deployed at scale and measure the Web performance without user interaction. We measured the performance of specific webpages of three most popular websites (www.google.com, www.youtube.com, www.facebook.com) using Webget from 182 SamKnows probes connected at 70 different origin Autonomous Systems (ASes) (see Fig. 1 ) with more than 85% of these probes connected in residential networks.
Previous studies [1] , [12] [13] [14] [15] that have measured a large sample of destinations either provide a snapshot view or measure from a smaller number of vantage points. In this work, we do not aim to exhaustively cover a large number of destinations. The goal of our work is to evaluate the Web performance of Google and Facebook Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) as seen from a large number of vantage points. We also focus on understanding factors that contribute to Web performance bottlenecks over a longitudinal period as the broadband speeds of customers improve over the years. We chose to measure Google and Facebook CDNs because, we observe that a quarter of Alexa top 100 websites are google. * , youtube.com and blogspot. * hosted on Google alone [16] , [17] , while 3% websites are hosted on Facebook. The traffic distribution of the Alexa top websites also shows a Pareto distribution whereby Google CDN (also hosting YouTube) and Facebook CDN generate the majority [18] , [19] of the traffic in ISP networks. In this paper, we analyze the download performance using 3.5 years long dataset collected from the probes. Additionally, we also measured the rendering performance of four websites using our WePR system as seen from 65 probes (a subset of the 182 SamKnows probes). We also present the Web rendering performance analysis using a nine months long dataset. Overall, we provide two main contributions.
1. Method and Tools -We describe the design and implementation (Section III) of a Web QoS measurement tool (Webget) and a measurement system (WePR) that can measure both Web QoS and Web rendering performance at scale. The measurement system is validated (Section IV) and the benchmarking performance of the system is presented, along with the deployment (Section V) of the measurement system and the collected dataset that we publicly release to the community.
Longitudinal Dataset -
The first longitudinal (Jan 2014 -Jul 2017) dataset shows that the DNS lookup time for the three websites (Section VI) and the download time towards Google have improved over time. The webpage complexity (in terms of the number and the size of objects) [1] alone does not affect the webpage download performance. For instance, Google's webpage that we measure has a higher complexity compared to Facebook and YouTube. Yet, Google has a shorter download time than YouTube, and a shorter TTFB than Facebook and YouTube. This is due to content cache deployments within the ISP's network that lower the IP path lengths towards Google. We also witness a small improvement in TTFB of Google over the years. We show that broadband speed improvements does not always yield a better Web performance. Our ISP-based analysis reveals that probes connected within the Comcast network in ∼40% of the cases observe longer TTFB towards Facebook. Our region-based analysis shows that probes within ARIN and RIPE region (Section VI) exhibit a better download performance. The second nine-months long dataset of rendering performance towards four websites shows that the download time of the websites is twice longer than the time required to render (Section VII) the visible portion of the websites in half of the measurements.
This paper builds on our earlier work [11] . In this paper, we added substantial background material, including a survey (Section II) of recent Web performance testing, monitoring and benchmarking tools and related methods. We also performed a longitudinal analysis of Web QoS (Section VI) using a 3.5 years (Jan 2014 -Jul 2017) long collected dataset. In addition, we repeated the analysis in the previous work [11] using a larger (9 months long, Mar 2015 -Dec 2015) dataset. We highlight the implications (Section VIII) of our measurement results towards the management and operations of networks and also discuss limitations (Section IX) and future possibilities of this work To encourage reproducibility [20] , [21] , the measurement system [22] is open-sourced. The entire dataset and software used in this study is also made publicly available [23] .
II. RELATED WORK
We present related work focusing on the evolution of webpages, impact of latency on Web performance [24] , mechanisms employed to reduce Web latency and improve QoE.
Webpage evolution -Fetterly et al. [25] studied how the Web has been changing, and how often the changes happen in Web content. Others studied where the contents are hosted, how they are replicated and served to the users [26] , and also examine the changes in Web traffic patterns [27] , [28] .
Web latency -Several studies have evaluated how Web latency affects the overall user satisfaction and experience. Arapakis et al. [29] studied the impact of response latency on the user behavior in Web search. They showed that users are sensitive to increasing delays in the response. Flach et al. [5] analyzed the effects of TCP timeout and loss recovery on webpage latency. They used redundant transmissions to design a new loss recovery mechanisms for TCP so as to reduce the latency caused by TCP's timeout-driven recovery mechanism. Mandalari et al. [30] studied the roaming ecosystem and observed Web latency penalties due to the home routing policy adopted by mobile operators within Europe.
Web performance -Sundaresan et al. [9] used Webget to study performance towards nine popular websites from 5K Bismark probes. They show that in situations where the throughput of the access link is more than 16 Mbps, latency becomes the main factor affecting PLT. They show that DNS and TCP connection caching at the edge can yield improvements to the overall PLT. Zaki et al. [13] studied Web performance in developing regions. They showed that the main causes for poor Web performance in these regions are lack of good DNS infrastructure and pervasive content caching. Fanou et al. [31] showed that the inter-AS delays and the non-availability of Web content infrastructure (as most of the Web contents are served by the U.S. and Europe) are also the causes responsible for poor Web performance in Africa. Vesuna et al. [14] ran a controlled experiment on 400 webpages (a subset of Alexa top 2K websites) to show that caching that improve PLT by 34% in desktop pages, and 13% in the mobile pages. Liu et al. [15] studied the performance of HTTP/2 and HTTPS by cloning 200 Alexa top websites into a local server. The websites were accessed via HTTP/2-enabled proxy using Firefox and Android browsers to show that HTTP/2 could either decrease or increase the PLT under various network conditions and page characteristics.
There have also been work [32] , [33] studying the impact of Web object interdependencies on the performance of the webpages. Butkiewicz et al. [1] studied the impact of webpage complexity on the download performance of websites. They showed that the number and size of objects in the webpage are factors that affect the PLT. Studies [17] , [34] [35] [36] exploring scenarios that affect Web performance and QoE have also been conducted. For instance, Naylor et al. [34] showed the impact of using the secured version of HTTP on PLT.
Improving Web performance -Wang et al. [37] introduced a micro-caching technique to improve Web performance that caches Web content at a finer granularity. They went further and developed Shandian [12] , a tool that can restructure the webpage load process to consequently half the PLT of webpages. Butkiewicz et al. [38] designed a tool that prioritizes the most relevant Web content for user's preference to improve the Web performance and QoE in mobile devices. Kelton et al. [39] proposed a system that uses HTTP/2 push to optimize the user perceived PLT by prioritizing Web objects that are visually interesting for majority of the users. Li et al. [40] implemented a framework that reorders Web objects to reduce the Above the Fold (ATF) time, the time required to show the contents in above-the-fold area of the webpage. They showed that reordering objects using this framework reduced the ATF time especially for complex websites.
In order to reduce Web latency, new application and transport protocols have lately been proposed and being adopted. For instance, Zhou et al. [41] designed a new naming and transport protocol which reduces latency by shortcutting the DNS request and removing TCP's three way handshake.
Google has proposed QUIC [7] , a multiplexed, low-latency transport protocol to improve the performance of HTTPS traffic. Biswal and Gnawali [42] showed that QUIC improves PLT in poor network conditions, but it does not provide significant improvements when the webpage contains many small objects. Zimmermann et al. [43] studied how the HTTP/2 [8] server-push improves the perceived PLT. They showed that server-push does not always yield a better perceived performance, but can also degrades the performance. As such, a proper push configuration is necessary to improve the end user experience.
Web QoE -Different confounding factors [44] that emanate from the human, context, system and the content perspective influences the Web QoE. The waiting time to get the content is one of the paramount factor that impacts the browsing QoE. The interaction design and ease-of-use [45] also has an impact on the overall QoE. For instance, Hoßfeld et al. [46] show that memory effect (psychological factor of past Web browsing experience) is a dominant influencing factor for the user QoE. The user perceived PLT is also different from the PLT measured at the network level since the rendering machine requires certain amount of time to display the content on the browser. Towards this end, Egger et al. [47] performed a subjective study, where users were asked to browse a set of webpages and report the task completion time, as their subjective PLT. It was found that the task completion time is also a key influencing factor for Web QoE [48] . Sackl et al. [49] studied the impact of network outage on Web QoE. Their subjective study revealed that a short outage (four seconds or shorter) highly influences the user annoyance level, whereby in Web browsing sesssions, users can tolerate outages up to eight seconds. This shows that the impact of network outage in QoE is application dependent. Bocchi et al. [2] introduced ByteIndex and ObjectIndex, metrics that can better approximate the actual user QoE. They showed that the proposed metrics are highly correlated with Google's SpeedIndex, and offer advantages in computational complexity. These metrics consider the time taken to download all the objects in the webpages, while our proposed metric (rendering time) considers time taken to show the contents in the above-the-fold area. Albeit, computing the rendering time is computationally expensive, our proposed system also allows measuring the Web QoE in the wild.
Tools -W3C Web performance working group standardizes the Web performance measurements and APIs in Web browsers. The group has specified several Web performance measurement APIs. Among these, Navigation Timing, Resource Timing and User Timing APIs help to measure the performance of a website on a real world. Page Visibility, Efficient Script Yielding and Display Painting Notification APIs also provide basic information about the rendering state of the webpage and facilitate developers to write resource (CPU and power) efficient Web applications. For instance, the Page Visibility API enables a developer to determine the current visibility of the page. These APIs allow measurement of the performance of websites in the browser, but they cannot substitute the visual perception of the end user.
Tools to measure and monitor network and Web performance have also been developed. These include browser-based [50] , [51] , headless Web clients [9] , [52] , host measurements annotated with user perception [53] and HTTP-based application replaying [54] tools. For instance, da Hora et al. [55] implemented (as a Google Chrome extension) a lightweight tool to approximate the ATF time using the browser heuristics. Albeit, WePR is not a lightweight solution to approximate the rendering time, it considers all objects that appear in the above-the-fold area, unlike implementations [55] that consider only images and skip media objects such as Adobe flash. Most of the aforementioned tools are not suitable for large scale deployment. For instance, they require user interaction to run the experiments. They also do not consider the most critical metrics for approximating the user experience. WePR closes these gaps by better approximating the user browsing experience and not requiring user interaction for executing the experiment at scale.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
We present the methodology and the system we developed to measure the Web latency and the visual rendering time. While different tools are available (see Section II) to measure the Web browsing performance, most of them are either not scalable or do not cover a wide-range of metrics at different layers. Hence, our goal is to develop a scalable measurement tool for assessing Web performance with the network QoS, Web complexity and the application level metrics. The metrics include DNS lookup time, TTFB, the number and the size of objects, PLT and the visual rendering time. To better represent and understand the real Web user experience, such tools and systems need to collect an actual browsing data from different vantage points located at the gateway of the subscribers' premises. There are measurement platforms (e.g., the SamKnows measurement infrastructure) that enable users to deploy tests and collect measurement results from multiple vantage points. The measurement devices used in these platforms are often lightweight. Due to this constraint, they cannot run a full Web browser engine to compute the application-level metrics such as the rendering time. However, it is possible to offload this task and calculate the application level metrics by running a Web browser engine on a different machine (e.g., in a data center).
WePR -is a Web latency and rendering measurement system composed of different components. Fig. 2 illustrates the overall distributed architecture of WePR. We offload each component to different devices and locations. The parsing server parses the home page of a website to extract the URIs of all the objects that make up the webpage. It also executes scripts to get the dynamic objects of a webpage. The SamKnows probes are measurement devices that run the Webget and WebPerf tests to measure the download performance of a webpage and push the results to the rendering server or to the data collection server. The rendering server computes the rendering time of a website. The data collection server stores the measurement results collected from the rendering server. The flow of operation is as follows. The SamKnows probes run the test and initiate the measurement by requesting the list of URLs for a website from the parsing server (#1 in Fig. 2 ). The parsing server then fetches the given website, extracts the URLs of the objects (#2) and sends them to the probes (#3). The SamKnows probes then download the objects, measure the performance (#4), and push the results and the downloaded objects to the rendering server (#5), respectively. The load balancer then distributes the incoming rendering request to the available rendering machines. After computing the rendering time, the rendering machines push the results (#6) to the data collection servers.
We choose a distributed architecture for two main reasons. First, the SamKnows probes at the customer premises have limited resources. They cannot run a browser rendering engine that executes scripts and heavy computations like calculating the rendering time. As such, we designed the system that offloads the heavy computations to the parsing server (see Section III-B) and the rendering server (see Section III-C). Second, assuming the measurement probes are powerful machines with sufficient resources (e.g., a regular PC if crowdsourcing measurements are performed instead) to execute scripts and run resource-intensive computations, one would not have privileges to alter the user's machine settings or install the necessary software (e.g., ImageMagick, FFmpeg) that are necessary to calculate the rendering time. Therefore, offloading the different functions into different components is essential to calculate the rendering time. We discuss the main components of WePR, and describe the metrics that each component measures in the process in more details.
A. SamKnows Probe
The SamKnows probes are OpenWrt based embedded measurement devices running Linux, which execute the Web performance test software -Webget and WebPerf.
Webget -is a software that records the DNS lookup time, TTFB, the download time, the number and the size of each static object that makes up the website. Webget runs a maximum of eight concurrent connections, and up to eight parallel threads per domain. We chose this setting to match the behavior of the user-agents that we have used in the past. We have not updated the number of the parallel threads so far because it would cause a significant change in the Webget result. Note, the goal is to keep the parameters consistent across the longitudinal (several years) data collection to avoid fragmenting the data into smaller samples by not tweaking the parameter space over time. Webget does not execute scripts. It does not download nor take into account the dynamic objects, which are common in modern websites.
WebPerf -In order to capture the detailed TCP and HTTP statistics, and take into account both static and dynamic objects of the webpage, we extended Webget. The extension, WebPerf [11] , downloads each object of the webpage based on the list of URLs it received from the parsing server and pushes them to the rendering server. These objects are necessary for recreating the webpage in order to calculate the rendering time. In the real world, different browsers open up to six concurrent connections per domain and up to tens of parallel connections to optimize the performance. As such, WebPerf has an option to configure the maximum number of parallel connections. In our measurement, we set it to open up to 20 simultaneous connections across all domains and up to three parallel threads per domain. WebPerf also has a feature of reusing a single TCP connection to send multiple HTTP requests.
WebPerf is written is C and can be cross-compiled and deployed in any Unix-like platform. WebPerf measures the Web QoS, Web complexity metrics and the CDN used by the website to deliver the contents. It downloads all the objects that make up a webpage including those generated by JavaScript and records a set of metrics for each object. The metrics include the DNS lookup time, the number of messages exchanged during DNS lookup, the time to establish TCP connections, the time to perform the TLS handshake, HTTP header size, the number of HTTP redirects, the time elapsed due to the HTTP redirects, the number and size of the objects and the download time.
The WebPerf test takes a URL of a website and sends a request to the parsing server to get the list of URLs of the objects that make up the website. Once it gets the URL of each object of the website, it downloads the objects and in the process measures the aforementioned metrics. We developed our library for handling the HTTP downloads and extract HTTP related information. The library was specifically designed to allow developers to intercept request processing at key points in the HTTP download process. WebPerf uses the hooks that the library provides for recording the timestamps, to extract header information, and to save the received data.
WebPerf overrides the default DNS resolver of the host system and utilizes our DNS client for name resolution. Albeit several DNS tools exist for Linux, they do not provide a sufficient level of detail about the DNS resolution process. The DNS resolvers also vary between operating systems (OSs) by adding different optimizations such as client-side caching. Thus, we employ our DNS client to measure the performance without the optimizations available in the OSs. WePR uses our own DNS API for the following reason. We calculate the rendering time at a centralized server which runs a different OS than the probes and may use a different DNS optimization techniques than that of the probes. Thus, we want to make sure that both probes and the rendering server use the same DNS optimizations so that the rendering time is calculated in the same settings as probes. Our DNS client measures the delay caused by the DNS resolution when establishing a new connection. It also records details about the resolution process and the final query result. Moreover, the DNS client has a client-side caching capability to optimize the DNS resolution. During a webpage download, DNS resolution is performed once per domain, and only one of the objects per domain will have the metrics of the DNS resolution. All other objects from the same domain will include a reference to the object which triggered a DNS resolution. Therefore, the DNS metrics are tied to the Web objects.
B. Parsing Server
The parsing server parses the homepage of a website and lists the URIs of each object (i.e., both static and dynamic) that make up the website. It takes the URL of the website and parses the DOM structure of the homepage and also executes JavaScript codes by using PhantomJS. After parsing the DOM and executing the scripts, it records the URIs of the target objects (both static and dynamic) that need to be fetched to render the webpage. Once it extracts the URIs, it sends them to the SamKnows probes so that the probes start a performance measurement and download each object. The parsing server can also be deployed within the probes if they can run a browser rendering engine.
C. Rendering Server
The rendering server runs Web rendering test that calculates the rendering time. The rendering time is the time taken by the webpage content in the above-the-fold area (i.e., the portion of the webpage that is visible without scrolling) to reach a final stable state. It is the closest metric to approximate the user-perceived page load time [56] . The PLT (the time to fire the onLoad event) is still the commonly used metric to estimate the QoE for Web browsing. Nevertheless, recent work proposed other metrics such as ATF time [40] , [55] and SpeedIndex to better approximate the end-user browsing experience. Other work [55] call this metric ATF time, but both are equivalent measures. We approximate these metrics using our rendering test.
The rendering server comprises of a load balancer and one or more rendering machines. Our objective is to build a measurement system that can handle multiple measurements simultaneously. Since the rendering time computation is not a lightweight task, it is paramount to use multiple rendering machines. Also, these rendering machines need to work in a synchronized manner so as to effectively process all the requests from the SamKnows probes. Hence, a load balancer is necessary to process the incoming rendering requests and assign them to the available rendering machines. The load balancer receives rendering requests from the SamKnows probes and distributes them to the available rendering machines using a round-robin mechanism. The load balancer is implemented using HAProxy, which provides load balancing and proxying for TCP-and HTTP-based applications.
The rendering machines execute two different applications: (a) the playback module, and (b) the rendering manager module. The playback module emulates a DNS server and an HTTP server. It responds to DNS and HTTP requests. The playback module throttles down the response time and transmission rate to mimic the network delay observed at the probes based on the measurements conducted by the WebPerf test. Throttling the response according to WebPerf measurement results tries to ensure that the rendering performed at the rendering server follows a comparable network QoS as observed by the probes. The playback module gets the inputs for the responses from the locally stored objects. Those objects are downloaded at the probes and pushed to the rendering server together with the WebPerf measurement results.
The rendering manager module computes the rendering time of the website as it would have been seen by a user with the same network conditions as the probes. Once the rendering manager module receives a rendering request from the probes, it runs a (virtual) Web browser and issues HTTP GET request to the given URL. The browser rendering engine renders the website based on the response from the playback module. Thus, the website is recreated and displayed on the screen. Additionally, the rendering manager records a video (10 frames per second) of the browsing session for 15 seconds. It breaks down the video at every 100 ms into a series of bitmap images. The rendering manager computes the progress of a webpage download by calculating the pixel changes on the browser window in 100 ms intervals (the normal human visual system perceives changes between 150 ms and 200 ms and we believe that a 100 ms interval is adequate). The rendering time is calculated by looking at the pixel changes in the above-the-fold area of the website. If no pixel change has been observed in 30 consecutive screenshots (i.e., no rendering event has happened for 3 seconds), then we declare that the website has stabilized and we take this as the point where the webpage is fully rendered. In some cases, the pixel change continues and the webpage may not stabilize within 15 seconds. This might be due to persistently changing contents such as auto-play enabled video advertisements in the webpage, or because the website takes too long to load or to render the contents.
Nevertheless, determining whether or not a webpage is fully rendered is challenging. The challenge gets worse if the webpage contains frequently changing contents like animating images or auto-play enabled video advertisements. Our current solution is based on the assumption that many of the animating contents in the webpages change less frequently than every three seconds. In our recent study [57] performed in cellular networks, we set three, ten, and fourteen seconds threshold for determining when a website is stabilized and approximated the ATF time. At the same time we used the browser timing API to approximate the ATF time. The result showed that the ATF time computed using the browser timing API is shorter than the rendering time with the three seconds threshold. This shows that three seconds threshold is sufficient to declare when the website has stabilized. As this work focuses on fixed-line networks, we believe that the users expect the page to load within a second and three second threshold is sufficient. Therefore, once a webpage has started loading and no pixel change is observed for three seconds, the webpage is considered to be completely rendered. As such, the rendering time of a webpage is the duration between the time at which Fig. 3 . The CPU and memory utilization by a single rendering process. In the 99 th percentile the rendering server consumes up to 45 sec. CPU time and 290MB memory to finish a rendering task.
the user starts navigating the webpage and the time at which the last rendering event is observed. However, the three second threshold does not consider webpages that have auto-play enabled video contents. This is because videos usually change with tens of frames per second, which makes it harder to set a threshold for declaring when the webpage has stabilized.
IV. BENCHMARKING AND VALIDATION
The rendering server emulates fetching a website content and rendering it on a Web browser. For the purpose of parallel analysis of multiple measurements, the rendering server should not require an actual display device. For instance, a user may want to run the rendering server in a virtual cloud infrastructure. As such, we need to start the browsing and capture a video of the browsing session in a virtual screen. We used Xvfb, a virtual display server which performs all graphics operations in memory without showing a screen output. We also used Selenium, a browser automation tool that can browse websites and record the browsing session in a virtual screen. We accessed the Google Chrome rendering engine using Chromedriver. Selenium provides APIs that help to integrate browsing a website in a virtual screen and at the same time recording the virtual screen.
We measured the CPU and the memory usage of the rendering server in our measurement setup. The specification of the rendering server is -Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS, quad-core Intel Xeon processor (2.65GHz each), and 4GB RAM. Fig. 3 shows the CPU and the memory consumption by a single rendering process. Approximately 99% of the Web rendering processes took 45 seconds of CPU time and 290MB of memory. The most resource consuming part of the rendering server operations are the screen recording and the image processing to calculate the rendering time (see Section III-C). Improving the screen recording method would enhance the performance of the rendering server. Investigating efficient screen capturing methods is left for a future work.
We validated our approach and the results by measuring the rendering time of ten non-HTTPS websites in two cases. First, we fetched the contents of the websites using WebPerf and rendered using Mozilla Firefox (version 46.0). Then immediately we browse the same website using Mozilla Firefox from the same laptop. We calculate the rendering time for both cases. The laptop has 8GB RAM, quad-core Intel processor (2.30GHz each), and Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS operating system. The laptop is connected to a university WiFi network. The browser cache is cleared before fetching the Web contents. To retrieve similar contents of the websites, the same User-Agent string has been used for both WebPerf and Firefox. Moreover, we set Firefox and WebPerf to use the same number of maximum parallel connections to hosts and concurrent threads per server. We ran this experiment 1500 times. Fig. 4 shows the similar rendering time of the websites using both tools. The rendering time of the websites, when WebPerf and Firefox fetch the content, shows a positive correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.4). We calculated the delta of the rendering time of the websites (when the content is fetched either by Firefox and WebPerf ). The difference in the rendering time of the website is negligible in 50% of the cases, implying the rendering time of the websites is equal irrespective of the tool used to fetch the contents. In 25% of the times, the rendering time is faster (by 400 ms) when Firefox fetches the content. In 25% of the cases, the rendering time is faster (by 500 ms) when WebPerf is used to download the content. The reasons for this difference could be the load on the Web server and the latency difference due to the variation on the paths while fetching the objects using Firefox and WebPerf. That is, at different times the Web server could have different load and the delays in the response vary depending on the server load. Furthermore, due to network routing changes at different times, Firefox and WebPerf software may traverse through different paths while fetching the contents of the websites, which may add variation in the latency. Note, we observed that the rendering time is shorter when the website contains encrypted contents and downloaded by WebPerf. This is due to the fact that the current implementation of the playback server does not support secure connections (see Section IX) and the browser does not get response for secure object requests. As a result, pixel changes in the above the fold area are small and the rendering time becomes short. Consequently, for our validation, we have only chosen websites that have non-secured contents.
We also manually inspected the webpage download behavior for cases that have a short rendering time. We witnessed the website appearance looks normal even if the rendering time is ∼500 ms. We observed this behavior in both cases when the websites are fetched using either Firefox or WebPerf. That is, we did not see any missing content in the above-the-fold area of the website. In fact, while browsing the Web in a real world, the whole content of the webpage may instantly appear, a broken page may display in the browser, or the browser window may remain blank until further reloading is performed. We verified that all these browsing behaviors exist in our measurement system WePR as well.
V. DEPLOYMENT AND DATA COLLECTION
We cross-compiled the Webget test and deployed it on 182 SamKnows probes distributed globally. These probes are located in more than 70 origin ASes, covering 28 different countries including South Africa and South Asian countries (see Fig. 1 ). The test measures the performance of specific webpage of three most popular websites:
YouTube -www.youtube.com Facebook -www.facebook.com/policies Google -www.google.com/mobile These webpages are measured every hour. Going forward, we refer to these webpages as YouTube, Facebook, and Google, respectively. We considered popularity, content consistency and the size of the webpages as a criteria of choice. We ensure these webpages do not require user interaction to show meaningful content. Since the goal of the study is to understand longitudinal aspect of Web latency, we picked webpages that exhibit relatively consistent static content and change infrequently (Fig. 6 ) over the duration of the measurement study. Moreover, as our measurements run from volunteers home and repeat every hour, we also took the size of the webpage into account to ensure that our measurement traffic does not overwhelm the users' home network. The primary objective of this study is not to compare download performance of webpages. Instead, the aim is to understand what factors contribute to Web performance across ISPs and geographical regions. In Section VI, we present key observations from the analysis of 3.5 years long (Jan 2014 to Jul 2017) dataset collected from this measurement study.
The rendering server runs on a Virtual Machine (VM) which is part of a cluster of servers at Aalto University. In our deployment we used three VMs as a rendering machine and one VM as a load balancer. Each These websites are measured every four hours. We chose these websites to cover a range of popular categories and also take the deployment location of the probes into consideration. In Section VII, we present the analysis of the rendering performance of these websites.
VI. A LONGITUDINAL VIEW OF WEB LATENCY
We present the analysis of the 3.5 years long dataset collected using the Webget test focusing on Web latency. We begin by presenting the Web latency of the three popular Web services, and then perform a temporal analysis followed dissecting Web latency across regions and service providers.
A. Web Latency
We begin by presenting the evolution of complexity of these webpages. Fig. 5 shows the daily median of the total size and the number of objects of Google. Both the total size and number of objects of Google has reduced since Jan 2017. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the size and the number of objects of all the three webpages. As it can be seen, Facebook has the smallest size and a lower number of objects throughout the measurement period. Moreover, in 80% of the cases, Google has the highest number of objects and the largest size of objects. YouTube showed different behavior over time. For instance, since mid of 2015 the number of objects of YouTube shrunk by about 70% compared to the previous year.
The webpages that we measure have multiple objects possibly hosted at different server locations. We measured the DNS lookup time required to resolve the URL of each object and also the TTFB of each object. We consider the webpage's DNS lookup time and TTFB as the average of the DNS lookup time and the average of TTFB of the objects within the webpage, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the CDF of the average DNS lookup time, the average TTFB, and the download time of the three webpages. The results show that in 55% of the measurements, the three websites have relatively similar behavior in terms of DNS lookup time. However, 45% of the cases, the DNS lookup time of Facebook is 10% shorter than Google and YouTube. The reason for this difference is that the clients need to make a maximum of two domain name lookups to get the Facebook's policy page. Instead, in the case of Google and YouTube, the clients need to resolve two to four and one to three DNS names, respectively.
We also observed the average TTFB of the webpages. The results show that there is difference in the average TTFB of the webpages, even within Google and YouTube which are supposed to share the same CDN infrastructure. For instance, 50% of the measurements show that Google has the shortest average TTFB than the other two (i.e., it has about 55% and 117% improvement compared to YouTube and Facebook, respectively). The reasons for this variation could be the presence of caches, and difference in the IP path length between the clients (probes) and the server (content replica).
Another observation is that Facebook takes longer to get the first byte of the objects although the domain name resolution takes the same amount of time as the other two webpages. We further investigated the possible causes for this longer average TTFB of Facebook, including the number of servers that the clients contact to fetch the objects of the webpage [1] and the path length to Facebook's CDN [58] . We observed that the objects embedded in the Facebook policy page are located in a maximum of two Web servers (in the median case, in a single server). As such, the longer average TTFB of Facebook (compared to the other two) is not due to the number of servers that the clients need to contact to fetch the Web objects. Chiu et al. [58] have previously shown using RIPE Atlas probes [59] that the path length to Facebook's CDN is longer compared to other popular content providers such as Google. For instance, 60% of the Facebook contents are reachable in at least 2 AS hops, while more than 55% and 80% of Google's CDN can be reached with just 1 AS hop and 2 AS hops, respectively.
We performed traceroute to measure the IP path lengths from 100 SamKnows probes (a subset of 182 probes used in the Webget test) towards Facebook, Google and YouTube services. Fig. 8 shows that Facebook has a longer IP path length compared to Google and YouTube. In our traceroute measurement, when the probes' AS number is the same as the destination AS number, it is identified as a cache at the ISP. When the destination AS number is not the same as that of the probes or Google, we consider them as a cache at other AS. Applying this heuristic, we did not find any Facebook cache at Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In 25% and 24% of the cases, we witnessed Google and YouTube caches at the ISPs, respectively. Moreover, in 16% and 10% of the times, the probes reach Google and YouTube caches at other ASes, respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the longer average TTFB of Facebook is due to a longer path length of the Facebook CDN and absence of caches. The reason for the spike in the average TTFB of YouTube (compared to Google) could be the due to the absence of caches at the ISPs network. That is, in 66% of the times, the probes need to contact the YouTube/Google CDN to get YouTube's landing page. Nonetheless, in the case of Google, the probes go to the Google CDN only 59% of the times.
In terms of the webpage download times, Facebook loads faster than the other two webpages. While, at the 90 th percentile, the download time of Google is faster (62% at the median) than YouTube. Note, the goal of this paper is not to compare download times of different websites due to the different static and dynamic nature of the websites. However, we seek to understand the impact of the number and the size of the objects on the download times. Fig. 6 shows that Facebook has fewer and smaller of objects, and indeed Facebook shows better performance in terms of the download time. Butkiewicz et al. [1] have previously studied the impact of number and the size of the objects on the download performance of a webpage. They highlight that such complexity metrics do not directly affect the download times of the websites. Our measurements confirm this assertion that the number and the size of objects are not the only determinant factors affecting the download times. For instance, we observe that even though YouTube has the smaller number and size of objects than Google, the download time of Google is shorter than that of YouTube.
We also went further to understand the relationship between the TTFB and download time for the webpages. We computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between these two metrics for each webpage. Google shows a stronger positive correlation (0.64). Instead, Facebook shows a weaker correlation (0.34) and YouTube shows a correlation of 0.46. The strength of the relation between the TTFB and the download time of the webpage could be attributed to the presence of caches. That is, the average TTFB is a function of distance and the distribution of objects into different locations. While, the download time is a function of distance, the number and size of objects, and the geographical distribution of objects into different locations. As such, in situations where caches are available, both the TTFB and the download time decreases symmetrically. While, in situations where there is no cache available, the TTFB increases, but the download time changes depending on the number and size of objects. In our measurement, Google has higher number of caches in the ISP's network than YouTube and Facebook. As such, the average TTFB and download time of Google show a stronger correlation. On the other hand, Facebook does not have caches inside the ISP's network and the correlation between the average TTFB and download time of Facebook is weak. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the monthly median of the DNS lookup time for the three websites. It can be seen that the DNS lookup time for all websites has improved over time. For instance, from 2014 to 2016, in the median case the average DNS lookup time of Facebook, Google and YouTube have improved by 59%, 56% and 61%, respectively. This improved DNS performance could largely be a function of the reduced last-mile latency [9] , [60] due to improved ISP infrastructure [61] over the years. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the evolution of the performance of the webpages in terms of TTFB and the download time, respectively. The results show that, in the median case, the average TTFB and the download time of Google has improved over time. Meanwhile, the other two websites do not show a clear change over time. Nonetheless, YouTube shows different behaviors over time both in terms of TTFB and download time. That is, until mid of 2015, YouTube shows both an increase and decrease, and around July 2015 there was a dramatic improvement in the download time. Since then, there is not much change in the download time of YouTube. In the middle of 2015, YouTube was known to have performed refactoring of its homepage which led to reduced number of static objects by a factor of four. As such, the total size of the static objects in the landing page also decreased significantly. We speculate this to be the reason for the download time improvement of YouTube over time. Meanwhile, we observe that the download time of Facebook also significantly increased in the middle of 2014. A reason for this change could be the introduction of Facebook privacy basics that updated the terms and policies. As a result, the Facebook policy page added more number and a larger size of objects compared to the situation until July 2014, whereby the Facebook policy page only had a single object and could be the reason for the different in download times.
B. Temporal View of Web Latency
The Web browsing performance can also be affected by the broadband speed of the client [62] . In order to study the evolution of (if any) broadband speeds within our dataset and to verify any correlation between the achieved throughput and the Web latency, we also performed throughput measurements on the SamKnows probes. Fig. 12 shows the time series of the achieved throughput improvement as seen by the probes over the measurement period. We have seen in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 that the download times of Google has improved over time, while the other two websites (i.e., Facebook and YouTube) do not exhibit improvements in latency over time, even though the achieved throughput has improved over the years. As such, improvements in broadband speeds do not necessarily lead to a better browsing experience.
C. Web Latency by Region and Service Provider
We dissected the Web latency distributions of an year-long subset of the dataset (08/2016 -07/2017) by region and origin AS of the probes. For instance, Fig. 13 shows the distribution of the average TTFB and the download time of the webpages from different origin ASes grouped by region (i.e., Europe, Middle East and parts of central Asia (RIPE), North America (ARIN), and the rest of the world (OTHERS)). We observe that all the webpages have different download performance across regions. The probes hosted in the regions other than RIPE and ARIN show worse performance for all webpages. For instance, the longer average TTFB and download time of Facebook in these regions is most likely attributed to the longer AS path length from the probes to Facebook's CDN and absence of caches as shown in Fig. 8 .
Similarly, we also analysed the Web latency towards webpages as observed from selected ISPs that host more than 10 SamKnows probes. Since, our goal was larger varied distribution of probes, most of the origin ASes host up to five probes. While, three origin ASes, i.e., Telecom Italia (TI), British Telecom (BT) and Comcast (CC) host 14, 13, and 13 probes, respectively which we focus in this analysis. Fig. 14 shows the CDF of the average TTFB and the download time of the webpages on these selected ISPs. As can be seen, Facebook has longer TTFB in ∼40% of the probes hosted in the CC network. The longer TTFB from some probes hosted in the CC likely is due to longer AS path lengths towards Facebook CDN. On the other hand, YouTube has slower download performance in 70% of the probes hosted in the TI network. Christian [63] in 2015 has shown that Google has less (27) cache instances in Italy compared to U.K. (67) and the USA (296) which could be one of the reasons for the degraded download performance of YouTube in the TI network. Table I illustrates the raw statistics of the average TTFB and the download time of the webpages across the studied regions and selected ISPs.
VII. WEB RENDERING PERFORMANCE
We now present the rendering performance of four websites (Section III) that we measured using our WePR system. The websites have a median object count of 62, 176, 131, and 32, respectively. The rendering behavior in most of the websites is that after an initial download period most of the visible content is shown almost instantly. Additional Web objects are also downloaded later, but they do not have a significant effect to change the visible part of the webpage. On the contrary, we observed that there are some cases in which the websites take longer to stabilize. That is, the pixels between consecutive screenshots continue to change. We reason this could be due to the page having animating images or auto-played advertisements, which change frequently. Fig. 15 shows that the PLT is longer than the rendering time for the measured websites. The PLT and rendering time show a positive correlation (i.e., a Pearson correlation of 0.41). In order to verify whether the PLT is always longer than the rendering time, we calculated the difference between PLT and the rendering time of the websites. Fig. 16 shows that in about 20% of the cases the rendering time takes longer than the PLT. This shows that even though the Web objects are downloaded, it may take longer to be displayed to the user. We speculate that such a response occurs in situations where the browser's rendering engine takes longer to process and to render the contents. Fig. 15 also exhibits a heavy tail in the download time, which we attribute to third party content that may not be optimized. The clients attempt to download these objects although the content in the above the fold area may not change much after the download.
We also witness that the download time of these websites varies substantially. The variation in the download time is due to factors such as the number and size of objects, and the distance to the content. Additionally, HTTP redirects during the download process add to the download delay. For instance, we observe that www.ebay.com involves six HTTP redirects in the median case and contribute to large download times, whereas other websites involve at most a single HTTP redirect. As such, HTTP redirects increase the webpage download and rendering time and consequently degrade the user QoE.
Yet another observation is that the distance from the probes towards the Web server affects the rendering time. For instance, www.bbc.com is hosted at Tadworth in the U.K. while www.sina.com.cn is hosted in Beijing, China. Fig. 17 shows that the rendering performance is affected by the content location relative to the client's geographical location. Given, majority of the probes used in the rendering analysis are located in Europe, the effect of the server location on the download and rendering time is visible, for instance, in the heavy tail distribution for www.sina.com.cn curve, since this website is likely not optimized for Europe.
We also investigated the impact of throughput on the rendering performance of websites. We used a speedtest that runs on each probe. The Web rendering test and the speed test run independently. We took the hourly averages of the results from both tests for each probe and investigated how the results correlate. The results shows that there is no direct correlation (i.e., a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.17) between the throughput and the rendering time of a website. Similarly, using a ping test from each probe (the tests run independently), we investigated the correlation between latency (i.e., the round trip latency of a single packet) and the rendering time of a website. The result shows that the latency and the rendering time have a weak correlation (i.e., a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.11).
VIII. IMPLICATIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Our results can help ISPs and content providers to better design and manage their infrastructure to improve the end-user QoE. For instance, our results show that cache deployments (see Fig. 8 ) inside an ISP's network help reduce latency and path length towards popular content. This quantification motivates the ISPs to provision caches within their network to improve their end-users QoE.
ISPs can use our WePR measurement system for actively and continuously monitoring their customers Web browsing experience, in place of traditional tools such as wget that cannot measure dynamic objects. In order to monitor their end-users Web QoE and understand the possible bottlenecks, an ISP can deploy our rendering server at its back-end infrastructure and deploy WebPerf at the customer premises of their subscriber base. Vantage point distribution within the network helps the ISP identify whether a quality degradation for a user is due to a problem in the shared part of the network, or unique to a single user line, or in the home network or a problem with the over-the-top service. Moreover, ISPs can complement the measurements that they already collect using our tools with a passive traffic measurement that they can capture at their backbone network not only to understand bottlenecks, but also to better manage Web traffic towards popular CDNs. The ISP can also use our measurements for better capacity planning and network design.
IX. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The SamKnows probes have been changing locations and it is hard to maintain the metadata for all the probes. As a result, we performed the ISP-based performance analysis only on a subset of the timeline for which we knew the location of the probes with certainity. Given the dataset does not have information about which content is served by a primary domain (or a third party domain), we are not able to analyse the impact of content delivered by third party domains on the download time. The content of a website may change depending on the location from where the request is made. In our measurement setup, the parsing server is located at one vantage point only, which skews our view of content delivery. We plan to explore the possiblity of distributing the parsing server geographically on Amazon instances. The current implementation of the playback module does not currently support HTTPS and WebSocket requests. The three seconds threshold, when calculating the rendering time, to observe whether the webpage has stabilized or not does not consider webpages that have auto-play enabled video contents. Such cases need special but not trivial consideration to set the threshold, and we plan to explore this case in future work. We also plan to study the relationship between the rendering time with different website stabilizing threshold and the other relevant QoE metrics such as ByteIndex [55] . Evaluating the rendering time for different screen sizes is yet another potential future work item. The rendering time computation consumes substantial computing resources to do the Web rendering test on a large scale and the scalability aspects of WePR need more thorough investigation. Protocols such as HTTP/2 and QUIC have recently got standardized and the deployment is steadily increasing. The setup can be adapted to also initiate measurements over HTTP/2 [64] or QUIC.
X. CONCLUSION
We presented WePR, a Web performance measurement system, composed of a set of tools that can be deployed at scale and can be used to capture different Web performance metrics. Using WePR, we measured the Web latency and the rendering time of selected websites. Together with describing the tools, system design and the associated metrics, we presented the analysis of a 3.5 years long dataset collected using Webget, one of the tools of our measurement system. Using this dataset we showed that the DNS resolution time for the three popular webpages has improved over time. The TTFB and the download time instead show a significant difference across webpages, that is, only Google shows improvement over the period of our measurement study. The webpages exhibit different download performance across geographical regions and ISP networks. We also measured the rendering time for selected webpages in addition to the Web latency. The Web rendering results show that in 80% of the cases the rendering time of the websites is faster than the download time. While, achieved throughput does not appear to have a direct correlation with the download and rendering time.
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